
MERLOT 
Here at [yellow tail], we believe that great quality wine can be affordable and good 
fun too. We ensure our wines are vibrant, flavoursome and approachable and that 
each variety helps to make special moments even more enjoyable. When it comes 
to wine, we like to make our own rules - the only thing we're really serious about is 
the quality. 

[yellow tail] is instantly recognisable, both for its appearance and its personality. 
The following tasting note is designed to give you an insight into [yellow tail] Merlot, 
but if you want to cut to the chase, it's simple... drink it, share it, and enjoy it.

VINTAGE 2014

REGION South Eastern Australia. 

WINE [yellow tail] Merlot is made with grapes sourced from the highest quality 
vineyards. Once the grapes are crushed and stems removed, they are fermented on 
skins in contact with oak. Temperature controlled fermentation ensures maximum 
varietal flavour, colour and tannin extraction. 

Alcohol: 13.5%      pH: 3.54      TA: 6.2g/L      RS: 7.1g/L      

FLAVOUR A warm, youthful red in colour, [yellow tail] Merlot has soft aromas of ripe 
plums, mulberries and spice – like a Christmas cake, only better. Fresh and juicy 
flavours of sweet plums complement the chocolate and spice aroma with hints of 
aniseed that comes from the careful integration of oak. It finishes soft, rich and simply 
delicious. Move over George Clooney - this wine is a smooth-talker.

ENJOY [yellow tail] Merlot is created with a simple philosophy in mind - to make a great 
wine that everyone can enjoy anytime in any place. This is why we’re reluctant to tell you 
what to enjoy it with. If you really want some suggestions, serve this wine with antipasto, 
good times & great friends.

Watch your tail. Enjoy [yellow tail] responsibly
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